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EMBARGOED UNTIL 1600HRS GMT, TUESDAY, JULY 14, 2015 

ENJOY RIDING THROUGHOUT WINTER WITH THE NEW SHIMANO MW7 SHOE 

If you’re the type of rider who laughs in the face of an ‘off-season’ the new Shimano MW7 is the shoe 

for you. 

A new addition in Shimano’s off-road shoe line-up, these tough, insulated and waterproof boots are 

fleece-lined for serious protection from wintery rain and brutally cold wind.  

 

With their waterproof GORE-TEX® insulated comfort liner and heat-retaining fleece lined insole you’ve 

got two extra layers of defense against the weather and two less excuses for not riding this winter. 

The MW7 features Shimano’s Torbal torsional midsole giving you a stiff instep section and an 

independently flexible front and back section. This gives the foot a natural flow for descents and also 

provides you with efficient power transfer to the areas of the foot that need it most.  

Meanwhile high-traction rubber studs on the outer edges of the sole ensure excellent traction on a wide 

variety of terrains and conditions. 

Of course, the demanding nature of trail riding requires not only a highly effective sole but a protective 

upper section too. The MW7´s molded toe cap and ankle support, cupped high sole and instep, and 

tough, padded synthetic leather surround protects the foot from on-trail basketball-shaped rocks.  

Lacing is taken care of with speed-lacing pull-cord and Velcro armored lace shield to ensure a quick and 

secure fit.  
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Although the MW7 has been designed specifically for the enduro/trail riders to be used with the M8020 

SPD pedals, with its high comfort rating, high visibility reflective design and lightweight 832g the MW7 

can also be combined with other SPD pedals and everyday clothing to make a discreet and practical 

winter commuter shoe.  

Wherever you choose to ride it, the MW7 is a tough, insulated, comfortable and waterproof shoe, 

designed to be used and abused in the worst of conditions.  

### 

 

NOTES TO EDITOR: 

Embargo date: 1600hrs GMT, Tuesday July 14, 2015 

Images and further information: Individual press releases and image packs are available on each of the 

new models. Click the link below to download the content you need: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/252rd0ic6vfb9xf/AACyc-CncKA5NRMvi8jtuc3Ta?dl=0  

Availability: September 2015  

2016 footwear line up: 

Shimano’s complete 2016 shoe line-up includes: 

 Road: Competition, Performance, and Touring 

 Triathlon 

 Off Road: XC Racing, Enduro Trail, and Gravity 

 Tour: Cross Mountain, Mountain Touring, Shimano Click’R 

 Women’s Specific Fit: Road Performance, Triathlon, Off-Road XC, Mountain Touring and 

Shimano Click’R 

Technology: 

 Volume+ Last: A unique last with extra toe-box volume to accommodate a wider range of foot 

shapes without affecting shoe length. Extra room to fit more foot shapes in greater comfort. 

 2016 Enduro/Trail line up: Five models make up Shimano’s Enduro/Trail footwear series. The 

M200, M163, M089 and the M065, and now the new MW7 winter shoe. In its Off-Road category 

Shimano also produces nine Cross-Country shoes and four Gravity racing shoes.  

 Torsional sole allows natural rider “flow” motion: If the sole of a cycling shoe is totally rigid, the 

shoe won’t accommodate heel flex when the bike is slanted in relation to the rider. The TORBAL 

solution is to provide some sideways flex in the back section of the sole, while maintaining 

stiffness in the front. This improves balance and bike control by letting the heel section 
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accommodate some lateral movement, while optimizing pedaling efficiency at the sole-and cleat 

interface. 

 Shimano SPD: In 2015 Shimano is celebrating 25 years of its revolutionary SPD pedal system. 

The introduction of the recessed cleat system in 1990 was an industry game-changer. It 

provided the benefits of a clipped-in system and a stable power transfer platform as well as 

being comfortable to walk in. The design was, and still is, intuitively simple, just step onto the 

pedal to engage the cleat locking mechanism, and twist to release. 
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